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Anna Pringle, Operations Coordinator II, Chemical Engineering,
developed a book of watercolors for children.
After completing my week in the Staff Creative Residencies program, I
learned that I am more thoughtful and less reckless when beginning art
projects. Quick sketches and paintings are different. They are private and
for my enjoyment. I'm unsure if this is because I'm not an invincible
twenty-something or maybe maturity! But I did share my studies - for the
first time in 20 years - on Facebook. The comments were positive and
encouraging!
I also discovered that pugs are complicated subjects to draw and paint.
After many studies, it's hard to capture their distinct features. How do I
portray my pugs, Jem and Boo? Will they be portrayed realistically or
stylized? I'm still working on it. My quick "workaround" is a series of
paintings that depict them looking out over the ocean - playing at the
beach.

The weeks leading up to my residency were the perfect kick-start to taking
the drawings and thoughts from a private sketchbook to shared creations.
Before my residency, I cleared my studio workspace and sorted through the
art supplies accumulated since I was an undergraduate. I bought a few new

tubes of paint, paper, a few brushes, and a portable light tablet. Now, I have
an inviting, creative workspace and a cozy napping area for my muses, Jem
and Boo.

During my residency, I worked as I did as an undergraduate: starting in the
morning and going late into the night. My ideas and studies are early
morning projects. Then I stopped mid-day to mentally edit my work and
begin the final stages during the late evening.
Now that I completed my creative residency, I am less anxious about my
book idea and make time to work on paintings or practice new techniques
daily. I am ready and confident to see my work in print again.

